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A simple clinical test for perception of progressive addition lens peripheral image blur. A pilot study
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Abstract

Purpose: To introduce a simple method for subjective perception of progressive addition lens (PAL) peripheral image blur (PIB). The amounts of PIB induced by traditional PAL trial lenses (plano distant PAL, TPAL) and prescription PAL (FPAL) were also evaluated.

Methods: Subjects wearing the PALS adjusted their heads laterally to view the fixation target for PIB perception. 38 subjects were randomized and recruited from the Eye’ni optical shop. Outcomes were assessed by the high-contrast visual acuity chart (LogMAR scale), and by subjectively indicating the magnitude of PIB on a scale of 0 to 10 (10 is extremely blur) using astigmatism-sensitive optotype (Polatest®, Carl Zeiss Vision, Germany).

Results: Visual acuities (mean ± SD) at the central and temporal fixations were measured at 0 ± 0.03 and 0.2 ± 0.04 with FPAL, and 0 ± 0.03 and 0.1 ± 0.03 with TPAL respectively. Significantly lower visual acuities were found with the temporal fixation than with the central fixation in both PALS (p < 0.001). And significant even reduction at the temporal fixation with FPAL than with TPAL was observed (p < 0.001). For subjective measures of PIB using astigmatism-sensitive optotype, the average score of FPAL (7.4 ± 0.8, ranged 5-9) was found statistically higher than that of TPAL (6.7 ± 0.8, ranged 4-8) (p < 0.01).

Conclusions: Our proposed simple clinical method appears to facilitate PAL peripheral image blur demonstration, which may help potential PAL wearers to effectively experience the peripheral PAL image blur. Opticians may caution the potential PAL wearers that prescription PAL may induce more peripheral image blur than that with the traditional distant plano PAL trial lenses.

© 2010 Spanish General Council of Optometry. Published by Elsevier España, S.L. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Progressive addition lens (PAL) arguably is one of the effective management of presbyopia nowadays. The primary complications of PAL is the presence of peripheral undesirable astigmatism, which is induced by the continuous change in power through the lens.\(^1\) Contour plots of astigmatism and mean add power are the most common measures of the peripheral undesirable astigmatism.\(^2\) Subjective assessment\(^3\) is a critical test since wearers would judge directly the vision quality of the PAL in combination with their eyes. Peripheral undesirable astigmatism will adversely degrade the vision, and PAL wearers may be aware of the lateral blur which may affect the success of the adaptation process. Most potential PAL wearers, especially the first time PAL wearers, seldom experience of such peripheral image blur. Thus we propose a simple clinical method to facilitate the PAL peripheral image blur demonstration for these people. The main advantage of this clinical method is to aid potential PAL wearers to acquire the PAL peripheral image blur in order to advance the success of adaptation. To best of my knowledge, no similar clinical method has been proposed. Under our proposed method, subject turns his head laterally and looks at the fixation target such as the astigmatism sensitive optotype or visual acuity chart through the PAL periphery to perceive the peripheral PAL image blur. On the other hand, some ophthalmic lens companies may provide some PAL trial lenses, normally are plano-distance with various addition PALs, for potential PAL wearers to experience the PAL optical characterization. However, these PAL trial lenses are considered incapable of simulating comprehensively the optics of a PAL design across the spectrum of distance prescriptions. In this pilot study, we also evaluate the degrees of peripheral image blur between traditional plano distance PAL trial lenses (TPAL) and prescription PAL (FPAL) using our proposed clinical method.

Methods

Subjects

This is a single centre randomized controlled pilot study. Thirty-eight subjects, twenty men and eighteen women, were recruited from the Eye’i optical shop. Subjects were selected by three optometrists, who committed to inform patients, check selection criteria, obtain informed consent and collect information. All subjects were presbyopic (46 ± 2 years old) and all were not PAL wearers. Refractive error ranged from −3.00 to −6.00 D sphere with lower than −0.50 D cylindrical power (mean ± SD, SE — 3.90 ± 0.36 D). Only right eye was assessed. All subjects were screened and enrolled from March to May 2009.
PAL trial lenses

We have our own set of 36 mm diameter full aperture multi-coating crown glass (n = 1.52) general-purpose PAL trial lenses (Gradaul Top®, Carl Zeiss Vision, Germany, spherical power: plano, −3.00 to −6.00 with −0.25 per step with additions of +2.00 D) (Figure 1). Since the amount peripheral image blur is directly proportional to the addition, higher addition (+2.00 D) is adopted for better trends in image blur perception. Two PAL trial frames (Figure 2) were prepared with two different trial lens systems (combination of plano distance PAL and spherical power single vision lens for TPAL, and combination of spherical power distance PAL and plano power single vision lens for FPAL). The sequence of the dual lenses mounted was that PAL (plano-distance or spherical power distance) was placed close to the eye, and single vision lens was mounted in front of the PAL lens. Pantoscopic tilt angle and back vertex distance of trial frame were adjusted to 10 degrees and 12 mm respectively. Subject’s pupil center was matched exactly with the PAL fitting point.

Figure 1  PAL trial lens.

Figure 2  PAL trial frames.

Figure 3  Astigmatism-sensitive optotype.

Fixation targets

Two fixation targets, astigmatism-sensitive optotype (Figure 3) and high-contrast visual acuity were employed in this study. The fixation target was projected by Carl Zeiss vision Polatest® visual testing equipment at a distance of four meters. The astigmatism-sensitive optotype, which was a pattern of high contrast dark 9 mm diameter dots against the white background, was designed specifically for cylindrical power and axis assessments. For visual acuity assessment, high contrast numerals were presented in LogMAR scale.

Clinical procedure for perception of PAL peripheral image blurs

To perceive the peripheral image blur, subject wearing the PAL trial frame was instructed to turn the head laterally to left to view the fixation target through lens periphery. Tested region was located at 15 mm temporally along the line of the PAL fixation cross, equivalent to about 30 degrees temporally. The tested zone was marked off as 4 mm diameter circle. To ensure adequate blinding the equipment provided to the patients was strictly similar, same trial frame and trial lenses. Two identical trial frames with different trial lens combinations were prepared for swift interchange. Subjects were masked with the type of PAL trial lenses since all PALs were mounted on same metal rings. Particular attention was paid to ensure the subjects viewed the target through the exact same point on each PAL trial frame. The circle was carefully marked for each PAL trial lens. When these trial lenses are packed together, the circles were shown well concentric. Examiner would monitor the subject to fixate well through the marked circle during each measurement. The order of trial frames was randomized.

Outcomes

Two outcomes were assessed in this pilot study. For the first outcome, high-contrast numeral at LogMAR scale was employed. The instruction and procedure were same as the regular visual acuity assessment. For the second outcome, subjects were informed to compare the clarity of the astigmatism-sensitive optotype (Polatest®, Carl Zeiss Vision, Germany) in term of darkness, sharpness, contrast and shape of the dots. The instruction was based on the cross-cylindrical test for assessing cylindrical power and
Data analysis

Pair-t test was carried out to detect differences between pairs of measures. The level of statistical significance was taken as 0.01. Approval for the study was obtained from the Eye’ni clinical trial ethics committee. All clinical investigations were conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent had been obtained for all participating subjects.

Results

LogMAR scale visual acuities (mean ± SD) at the central and temporal fixations were measured at 0 ± 0.03 and 0.2 ± 0.04 with FPAL, and 0 ± 0.03 and 0.1 ± 0.03 with TPAL respectively. No statistically significant difference was noted at the central fixation between TPAL and FPAL (p = 0.71). Significantly lower visual acuities were found with the temporal fixation than with the central fixation in both TPAL and FPAL (p < 0.001). And significant even reduction at the temporal fixation with FPAL than with TPAL was observed (p < 0.001). For subjective measure of peripheral image blur using astigmatism-sensitive optotype, the average score of FPAL (7.4 ± 0.8, ranged 5-9) was found statistically higher than that of TPAL (6.7 ± 0.8, ranged 4-8) (p < 0.01).

Discussion

PAL arguably is one of the effective managements of presbyopia. Peripheral PAL optics is complicated and induces both lower (defocus and astigmatism) and higher (coma and trefoil) aberrations. 9,10 PAL wearers may be aware of the lateral image blur which may adversely affect the success of the adaptation process. Since most potential PAL wearers who are used to the single vision lenses seldom experience such peripheral optical restriction, we introduce a simple clinical method to facilitate the PAL peripheral image blur demonstration. The advantage of this simple clinical method may assist the potential PAL wearers to advance the success of adaptation by acquiring the PAL peripheral image blur. Under our simple clinical method, subject turns his head laterally and looks at the fixation target such as the astigmatism sensitive optotype or highest contrast visual acuity chart through the PAL periphery. All our non-PAL wearers appeared to practically detect peripheral image blur with the evidence of visual acuity reduction when fixating through the periphery of the PAL. Since the procedure is simple and an optotype is already in existence, this clinical method can be applied effectively at the general optometric clinic.

Secondly, we compared the peripheral image blur of traditional plano distance PAL trial lenses and prescription PALs. With objective to aid potential PAL wearers to experience the unique PAL optical features, PAL trial lenses may be provided by the ophthalmic lens company which are usually the distant plano PALs trial lenses with various additions. To our knowledge, no study has assessed the optical performances between PAL trial lenses and final prescription PALs. Under our proposed clinical method, prescription PAL was shown to induce more amount of peripheral image blur than that with the traditional PAL trial lens. The findings are expected, and suggest that the traditional PAL trial lenses probably underestimate the amount of PAL induced peripheral image blur. Opticians are advised to notify potential PAL wearers that the final PAL possibly generates more amount of peripheral image blur than do the PAL trial lens. In this pilot study, we measured only a particular distant peripheral zone, but other zones would perhaps be assessed by patient looking through such as on and beside the corridor of power progression where the aberrations of unwanted astigmatism, defocus error and higher aberration are higher.

In conclusion, our proposed simple clinical method appears to facilitate PAL peripheral image blur demonstration, which may help potential PAL wearers to effectively experience the peripheral PAL image blur in order to advance the process of adaptation. Opticians may caution the PAL wearers that prescription PAL may induce more peripheral image blur than that do the traditional distant plano PAL trial lens.
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